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Benefits  
The overbed table with C-shaped base is helpful in many sanitary contexts: 
thanks to its swivel wheels, it will be easy to move it from one place to 
another with extreme simplicity indeed. The open “C” shape of the table 
allows the use of the overbed table even in the case of patients sitting in 
an armchair. The top, made of plastic material, it is equipped with a slightly 
raised edge to contain objects or to prevent involuntary spills of liquids. 
Furthermore, the top slides horizontally and it is possible to adjust it in 
height by a gas spring mechanism. Thanks to this mechanism, the top can 
be adjusted in any position..

Standard features  
• Steel structure painted with epoxy powders.
• Twin swivel wheels of 55 mm diameter with protective shell.
• Top made of plastic material with raised edge for containment.
• Height of the surface adjustable via gas spring adjustment.

Technical sheet 

ID Code 70400110 Overbed table with C shaped basement
ID Code 70400111 Overbed table with C shaped basement 

and tilting surface for reading
Intended use Overbed table
Elevation 940-1210 mm
Surface dimensions 570x440 mm
Horizontal extension 150 mm
Weight 10.2 kg

For certifications please refer to “Certifications and Quality system” section

Pictures contained in this brochure is for illustrative purpose only. The manufacturer reserves the right to 
modify the projects without notice. For accessories identification please refer to the accessory catalogue 
or commercial offer. When data are different please refer to commercial offer.
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OVERBED TABLE WITH “C” SHAPED BASE  
INTERGATED INTO ANTHO BEDSIDE CABINET
The overbed table with a “C” base is extremely comfortable since it can 
be positioned under armchairs, bringing it comfortably close to the pa-
tient. Furthermore, its design allows it to integrate perfectly with the 
Antho bedside table, fitting inside the special housings (see photo). 

Scan the QR code to see 

Antho’s brochure.

The overbed table is available also with  
tilting surface for reading.


